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SCHOOL OF PRE TERTIARY STUDIES

INTAKE NOW IN PROGRESS !

THE NIRWANA PRE TERTIARY PROGRAMME

Edexcel

Success through qualifications

* Personalized attention
* Multimedia presentation
* Entry into world class universities

CALL US @ 03 - 2026 5700

* Experienced lecture team
* Constantly updated notes
* 90% passing rate

VISIT US @

10 Floor (Corporate Suite), Plaza First Nationwide,
161 jalan Tun H.S. Lee,50000 Kuala Lumpur,
Tel: (+6)03 2026 5700(8lines) Fax;(006)03 2026 5702
www.nirwana.edu.my enquiry@nirwana.edu.my

A - LEVEL (ARTS) / PRE - LAW

EDEXCEL

Entry Requirement:Students who have completed SPM or O ’ Level and equivalent, to go on to pursue a
professional degree, student must have 3 credits. (Any given subject)
Duration:9 months ( March Intake and Aug / Sep Intake ) 11 months (jan Intake),
12 months (June Intake), 15 months (If AS and A2 Option)

SUCCESS THROUGH QUALIFICATIONS

Subject:Pre - Law, Pre - Business, Pre - Computing, Pre - Accounting and Pre - Humanities option)
Assessment:Modular (IF AS and A2 Option ) or 100% examination
The Nirwana Advantage:-

1) Accelerated programme as lectures and tutorials of 5 hours per subject, per week
hence able to complete in 9months.
2) Taught by lecturers and tutors who teach at the degree level.
3) Small group classes which enhances the lecturers to give personalized attention.
4) Frequent time tests and mock exams to monitor students progress and get full them used
to examination environment.
5) Minimum of 3 cycles of revision comprising flow charts as full analysis of
past year Q & A‘s.
6) Cheapest in fees which include course planners, materials,revision planners as well
as computer lab & resource fees and flexible payment scheme.
7) Money back guarantee for those who fail in the exams as long as they have met
80% of attendance to their classes and done all assignments given as we are so sure
of our commitment and quality.
Academic pathway:Upon completion ( based on the respected chosen option with a minimum of 2 passes )
a student may be able to pursue into the first year of the degree level of their respected
chosen course.
Affiliated and Awarding Body:University of Cambridge as students would sit for the Cambridge International
Examination (CIE) or Edexcel ( The London Examination Board)
Track Record:90% passes in the previous 2 exams

